
 Dimensions
6 x 6 x 4 10 x 8 x 6 18 x 16 x 10

8 x 6 x 5 10 x 10 x 6 20 x 16 x 8

8 x 8 x 4 12 x 10 x 6 24 x 20 x 8

10 x 8 x 4 14 x 12 x 7 24 x 24 x 10

As Unique as your company and your applications.  Fibox offers many custom color options 
for our ARCA – JIC series and stocks commonly used industry wide colors and sizes. 
 
The ARCA non-metallic enclosure series provides users of traditional electrical junction boxes 
an easy upgrade path for a robust, high-performance solution. ARCA enclosures are available in 
standard JIC industry dimensions, with either screw or hinge cover design.  

Molded with the same UL ratings, high impact and UV resistance as our standard gray enclosures, 
Fibox custom color enclosures let you make a bold statement to your competitors, stand out for  
safety or blend in to your site location.

Fibox stocks the 14127 in red and the 14127 and 12106 in both red and blue for faster delivery.  
Contact your local Fibox representative for other available sizes and ordering details.

Stand Out or Blend in 

www.fiboxusa.com             410.760.9696                    sales@fiboxusa.com

The ARCA series ranges in size from 6.0’’ x 6.0’’ 
x 4.0’’ to 24.0’’ x 24.0’’ x 10.0’’ with matching 
red raised covers. Many sizes are available with 
raised transparent covers, and knock-out bases. 

Polycarbonate: 
UL Type 4, 4X, 6, 6P & 12
IP 67
IK 09
UV - Protected



sales@fiboxusa.com
www.fiboxusa.com 

888.342.6987

Overlapping cover for strength 
and increased gasket protection

Oversized, formed in place 
seamless PUR gasket

Molded continuous hinge 
features a compact profile, 
adding strength and rigidity

Wall fastening lugs
included; optional 
mounting flanges 

Optional hinged panels, 
or mount fixed front plates 
without additional components

Opaque or 
transparent covers
(Most sizes)

Stylized corners 
add rigidity and 
strength

Interchangeable 
metal or non-
metallic latches 
mount without  
penetrating the 
enclosure

Industry standard 10-32 
brass inserts

Fibox maintains stock of select colors and sizes for the ARCA JIC series while all other sizes 
color comboinations require advance notice, contact your local Fibox representative for ordering 
details. 
 
All Fibox enclosures can be customized to meet your requirements. Sophisticated CNC 
machinery can fabricate enclosures with holes cut-outs and recesses.  Fibox stocks all the 
standard hardware accessories you will need to easily customize your cabinet to make it as 
unique as your application.

Polycarbonate: 
UL Type 4, 4X, 6, 6P & 12
IP 67
IK 09
UV - Protected


